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Grooved Disc Skimmer Recovers Oil in Static & advancing Modes

X SKIMMER LINE
aDVaNCES

the Nafta Gaz Grand Prix Award at Oil &  
Gas Warsaw in Poland. And last year, National  
Geographic ranked the technology second in 
its “Most Hopeful Energy Developments of 
2011,” and The Washington Post cited it as  
the 13th best “Moment in Innovation”.

Elastec/American Marine has been building 
drum skimmers for more than 20 years; 
however, the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil  
spill in the Gulf of Mexico made it clear that  
     a critical need remained for more efficient  
                   skimming equipment for high  
                           volume spills. That prompted 

Wendy Schmidt, president of The Schmidt 
Family Foundation, to offer a $1 million prize  
(in a competition conducted by the X Prize 
Foundation) for the best technology that 
would recover at least 2,500 gallons of oil per 
minute at a 70 percent oil-to-water efficiency 
rate. E/AM met the challenge, developing a 
64-disc skimmer that posted an oil recovery 
rate (ORR) of 4,670 gallons per minute with 
an oil recovery efficiency (ORE) of 89.5 
percent. That tripled the industry standards 
and enabled Elastec/American Marine to top 
349 other contestants and take home the 
grand prize.

Grooved Disc Technology is Scalable  
to Commercial X SKIMMER Line
To take the technology to market, extensive 
research and development was conducted  
by a team of E/AM engineers and product 
designers. E/AM CEO Donnie Wilson explains, 
“Extensive testing has shown that the Grooved 
Disc technology is scalable, meaning that the oil recovery rate 
(ORR) per disc in the prototype skimmer is transferable to a 
commercial model.” This discovery led to the development of a 
new X SKIMMER line to fill the need for high volume oil spills 
with the capability to recover oil in advancing and static modes.

The first X SKIMMER model, the ten-disc X150, embodies the  
same operating principles that provided the record-breaking results  
in the Wendy Schmidt Oil Cleanup X CHALLENGE: high-speed  
grooved discs, a high encounter rate, matching pump performance  
and high throughput efficiency. Tested at Ohmsett, the world’s 
largest oil spill response research test facility in Leonardo, New 
Jersey, the X150 has a recovery rate of 150 cubic meters of oil 
per hour (660 gallons per minute) tested to ASTM 2709 and 
ASTM 631. Larger skimmers are also in the pipeline for testing 
and production.

X150 Coming Soon
The new X150 is a self-contained system that will eliminate 
the need for external cranes for launching and retrieval. This 
breakthrough skimmer combines the ability to collect and recover  
oil at towing speeds of up to 3 knots, well in excess of those 
employed by conventional systems, without entrainment. The  
X150 is designed to be “containerized” for international shipping. 
X150 skimmers are scheduled for production and delivery soon.

X30 for Skimmer Boats

The X SKIMMER line also  
contains a compact version  
of Grooved Discs, the X30,  
for oil spill recovery vessels  
outfitted with side channel  
systems. The X30 has a  
nameplate capacity of  
30 cubic meters per hour  
(132 gallons per minute). 

Scheduled for production this year, the advancing, high volume 
Grooved Disc X SKIMMERs are the latest addition to the Elastec/
American Marine mechanical equipment collection designed to 
combat oil spills. 

It has been a little over a year since Elastec/
American Marine won the Wendy Schmidt Oil 
Cleanup X CHALLELNGE with its patented 
Grooved Disc oil skimming technology. 

Since then, the revolutionary skimmer has 
received international awards such as the 
Popular Mechanics 2012 Breakthrough 
Technology Award, the Excellence in 
Environmental Technology award at the 
Offshore Arabia conference in Dubai, and  
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Grooved Disc Technology Wins  
Popular Mechanics 2012 Breakthrough Award

Donnie Wilson, E/AM CEO, displays the POPULAR MECHANICS 2012 Breakthrough Award 
for the Grooved Disc technology at the Hearst Towers in New York City, NY. POPULAR 
MECHANICS is a respected American technology magazine first published in 1902.

www.popularmechanics.com/breakthrough-award-winners 

Grooved Disc Technology Wins Top Award in Poland

Peter Cheney, who represents E/AM in Europe from his base in Estonia, accepted the 
Nafta Gaz Grand Prix Award at Oil & Gas Warsaw, Poland in 2012 for the patented 
Grooved Disc technology, the top prize given at the exhibition. The judges based their 
decision on the high standard and advanced nature of technical solutions, novelty of 
solutions, practical and aesthetic qualities, product quality and practical usefulness of  
the technology, and the degree of progress of its implementation.

Grooved Disc Technology Wins  
Environmental Award in Dubai

Stewart Ellis, E/AM vice president of sales and marketing accepts the prestigious 
Excellence in Environmental Applications award at the Offshore Arabia/ Regional Clean 
Sea Organization conference in Dubai in 2012. The award recognized the innovative 
Grooved Disc advancement in mechanical oil spill recovery. E/AM shared the top award 
with Badran M. Badran and Mahmoud M. Badran, of Egypt, whose presentation was 
entitled “The Future of Solar Cell.”



Paul Smith and his wife Kim 
proudly display the Wendy Schmidt 
Oil Cleanup X CHALLENGE award 
and $1 million check for E/AM’s 
grooved disc skimmer technology.
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Paul Smith was on the spot shortly 
after the Shuttle Challenger 
exploded in 1986 – helping to 

search for and recover wreckage, strewn over 
hundreds of square miles of ocean bottom. 

He arrived on the scene not long after Exxon 
Valdez went aground off the coast of Alaska 
back in 1989.

And a couple of years ago, he was called to 
La Paz, Mexico to make voyage repairs to 
a U.S.-flag research vessel that had lost an 
argument with a rock.  He prepared a design 
and material list for aluminum box patches 
so the ship could safely limp home on its own 
power.  The materials had to fit in a repair 
technician’s checked luggage--and his flight 
left in three hours. 

Now Smith, one of the engineers who helped 
design the Elastec/American Marine skimmer 
that won the Wendy Schmidt Oil Cleanup 
X CHALLENGE, has joined E/AM on a 
full-time basis, bringing vast experience to the 
company as its new chief engineer of product 
development, working from Seattle, Wash.

The naval architect is excited about being on  
the cutting edge of oil spill clean-up, workboat  
development and any new pollution control 
technologies E/AM may tackle in the years 
ahead.

The Rochester, N.Y. native earned his bachelor’s  
degree in naval architecture in 1975 from 
the University of Michigan and returned to 
school for his master’s in ocean engineering 
four years later from the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. Smith was engaged 
in marine operations and salvage for several 
years out of New York and Norfolk, Va. 
(where he was working when his team was 
called by the U.S. Navy to mount the recovery 
effort for the Challenger).  And he worked 
with a Philadelphia consulting group after the 
Exxon Valdez struck a reef in Prince William 
Sound (off Alaska’s southern coast) in March 

1989, spilling an estimated 11 million gallons 
of crude oil into the sea.

Three years later Smith “came ashore” to 
join MARCO Pollution Control, based in 
Seattle, WA, managing an engineering and 
manufacturing operation of oil response 
equipment with an international presence. 
Ever inquisitive, he went back to school 
yet again earning his MBA in 2000 at the 
Foster School of Business (University of 
Washington). MARCO commercialized the 
FilterbeltTM sorbent lifting belt skimmer 
which is the backbone of the US Navy 
Response Fleet. That technology is now 
owned by Kvichak. (Elastec/American Marine 
recently became Kvichak’s sales agent outside 
of the U.S. and is also their parts and service 
provider world-wide.)

In 2002, Smith joined Glosten Associates, 
a marine engineering firm based in Seattle, 
where he quickly became a principal. He 
managed its marine consulting group for 
most of the next decade. He was able to apply 
his background in operations and engineering 
“to solve strange, unique, fun problems.”

Glosten was also involved with Elastec/
American Marine in developing the Wendy 
Schmidt Oil Cleanup X CHALLENGE winner.  
E/AM produced a grooved disc skimmer 
but turned to Glosten for help in designing 
a vessel that would perform well in open 
water. Smith and his associates designed 
a “wrapper,” a vessel to ferry the rows of 

skimming discs through moving water. And 
the prototype virtually blew its competitors 
out of the water in testing, nearly quadrupling 
the industry oil recovery standard.

 “I’m an in-house engineering resource for any  
of the equipment under development,” he said  
of his new role at Elastec/American Marine, 
“including boats and new skimmers.” Smith  
is particularly optimistic about the future of 
the X SKIMMER line, scalable grooved disc 
skimmers built on the model of the Wendy 
Schmidt Oil Cleanup X CHALLENGE winner.

“We had very successful trials of the X-150 
(the first model in the X SKIMMER line) in  
May and again in September 2012 at Ohmsett  
in Leonardo, N.J.,” he said, “demonstrating 
that we could recover 150 cubic meters of oil 
per hour.” He said the design is “scalable all 
the way from the X-1000 (the prototype  
X CHALLENGE entry) down to the little  
guy (the X-150), which will fit in a pickup 
truck and have great application inland and 
in coastal environments.”

Smaller X SKIMMER versions may find  
more widespread use, like the recently 
introduced X-30 ‘cassette’ – a two-disc 
skimmer that can go in place of a brush 
skimmer in some existing oil spill response 
vessels (OSRVs). “We still need to convince 
response organizations that this really is a 
better mousetrap,” Smith said, “and that  
they owe it to the world to put the best 
machinery available out in the next spill.”  

   Paul Smith specializes in 

‘‘anything nobody’s done before.’’By Barry Cleveland



      a Floating
Cleanup Crew
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The hydraulic version of the Elastec/American Marine 
skimmer requires an electric or diesel-driven power unit 
to collect 35 gpm of oil and send it to a drum or tank.

Chris Rodgers

“ The faster we can clean up a spill, the 

happier our customers are, and the less 

heat they take from government officials,” 

says Chris Rodgers, director of operations 

for the company, based in Watford City, 

N.D. “The TDS118 skimmer helps us be 

more efficient by cleaning up spills faster, 

which makes our company more attractive 

to oil companies.”

When responding to oil spills both large and small, 

time is of the essence for emergency-response 

contractors. That’s why Chris Rodgers, Absorbent 

& Safety Solutions LLC, invested in a TDS118 oil 

skimmer, made by Elastec/American Marine.

Reprinted with permission from Gas Oil & Mining Contractor magazine

By Ken Wysocky

Shallow draft

The unit weighs 60 pounds and its shallow draft allows it to recover 
oil — from diesel to crude — in as little as 3-inch-deep water. The  
U.S. Coast Guard rates the TDS118 for oil recovery of up to 35 gallons  
per minute (gpm). It’s available with a smooth drum and either a 
pneumatic or hydraulic drive. The pneumatic version can be connected 
directly to a vacuum truck (it needs 10 to 35 cubic feet per minute 
[cfm] at 50 to 100 pounds per square inch [psi]); the hydraulic version 
requires an electric-or diesel-driven power unit. Another model, the 
TDS118G, features grooved drums that collect up to 70 gpm.

“One reason we like the machine is its variable-speed control via an 
air-compressor valve,” Rodgers explains. “It allows you to set the 

correct pace, based on the viscosity of the oil, 
so it’s consistently collecting … it’s fascinating 
how the oil sticks to those drums.”

Rodgers says his crews typically would use 
the machine in conjunction with containment 
booms. As the spill area diminishes, workers 
on a boat keep moving the containment 
boom closer to the skimmer.

augment booms

Before purchasing the TDS118, the company 
relied on containment and absorbent booms, 
which must be collected, placed in bags and 
disposed. While using both kinds of booms 
still makes sense in some applications, 
Rodgers says absorbent booms can be 
expensive; a bale of booms – which contains 
four 10-foot-long booms – costs about $175. 
A bale of booms is capable of absorbing 
about 30 gallons of oil in about two hours, 
while the skimmer can collect 20 to 35 
gallons per minute, depending on how thick 
the oil is.

“If you show up with a bunch of absorbent 
booms and a couple different skimmers, 
companies are more willing to use you as 
their contractor because you’ve proven you’re 
prepared for anything. If you’ve got good 
equipment, they’re more likely to call you.”

The skimmer also reduces the amount of 
manpower required on a job site. Rodgers 
says a typical job might require five or six 
people to throw out and retrieve absorbent 
booms, versus two people to operate the 
skimmer. That, in turn, frees up those 
employees to work on other jobs, promoting 
better efficiency.

Easy to use

The skimmer requires minimal training. And 
it’s safer than having employees lean over a  
boat gunwale to collect booms, Rodgers notes. 

“You hook it up to the vac truck and turn it 
on, and you’re good to go,”he says.

Martin aguero

Elastec/American Marine’s smallest skimmer is accomplishing big  

things in a South American copper mine. The MiniMax is being  

used to recover a valuable resource at Minera La Escondida,  

operated by BHP Billiton, the world’s largest mining company.  

Last year, the mining company presented a challenge to Martin  

Aguero of Western Logistics S.A. (E/AM’s dealer in Argentina)  

and Western’s partner, SMG Servicio a la Mineria Gulf.

In the process of mining copper, there is a step that requires the recovery of a very valuable 

hydro-carbon material mixed with sulfuric acid (H2SO4). The Minera La Escondida needed a 

skimming device to recover the hydrocarbon (and not the water or the sulfuric acid) that was 

compact, easy to operate, long-running, and in this case, required little maintenance.

Martin Aguero, E/AM’s dealer in Argentina praises the performance of the MiniMax drum 

skimmer.  “I can say with great pride, the results were excellent!”

The MiniMax drum skimmer was designed for industrial situations just like the Chilean copper 

mining project. The standard skimmer frame is made of high density polyethylene, which resists  

most chemicals in pits, sumps, separators and tanks. Another advantage of the MiniMax 

skimmer is that it can operate for thousands of hours without supervision. The small but mighty  

skimmer can be rigged with either a pneumatic or hydraulic motor and a variety of pumps.

Not only did Elastec/American Marine’s MiniMax meet the product challenge, but Aguero and 

his colleagues did as well with a new challenge. Travelling to the mine, located at 4.446 meters 

above sea level, was a test of mental and physical strength. But the trip was worth the effort! 

Thanks to the MiniMax skimmer, the support of E/AM Sales & Marketing VP, Stewart Ellis, and 

the efforts of Western Logistics S.A. and colleagues at SMG Nevenko Diaz and Alexis Arancibia, 

Elastec/American Marine is earning a reputation for providing equipment and people that 

WORK ABOVE AND BEYOND!

MiniMax Shines in Chilean Copper Mine
Skimmer is tiny but tough
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MESSaGE FROM DONNIE WILSON, CEO

We manufacture oil spill recovery equipment that works.

To meet the world’s insatiable demand for energy, oil companies 

are exploring deeper and in more remote environments for 

reservoirs both onshore and offshore. although practices and 

policies are increasing in importance to prevent accidents and to 

protect the environment, human error and natural disasters occur 

daily around the world. Harsh environments, from hurricanes 

in the Caribbean to brutal winters in the arctic, also present 

overwhelming challenges in the quest for oil.

as a manufacturer of pollution control equipment, we are 

constantly looking for new advancements in spill recovery 

systems to increase response performance and to decrease 

response time. according to recent reports on the global energy 

market, oil exploration and production continue to increase, 

especially in the United States.

To meet the demand for managing oil spill preparedness, 

Elastec/american Marine is positioned as an international leader 

in spill technology innovation. For over 20 years we have built a 

reputation based upon trust and reliability among spill response 

organizations, government entities and international energy 

corporations. The products we manufacture are designed to 

meet needs at critical times, with creative engineering and keen 

attention to detail. Livelihoods and eco-systems depend on us. 

When Elastec/american Marine skimmers, fire booms and spill 

protection systems are deployed in emergencies, they work.

Donnie Wilson, CEO

E L A S T E C /A m e r i c a n  M a r i n e
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MESSaGE FROM JEFF CaNTRELL, VP

Attention to detail.

Innovation is a hallmark of our company, but manufacturing quality  

products means paying attention to detail. and that is what sets 

us apart in the pollution control industry. Product reliability and 

performance is as important to us as it is to our customers and to 

the environments they protect. When a responder is on a spill in 

the middle of the ocean, on a remote river shore, or in a secluded 

oil field, our equipment must perform without fail.

From deployment to retrieval, our equipment is easy to use 

and to maintain. Our products look like new, even after years of 

use. The appearance of our equipment reflects our concern for 

quality, but the real proof of quality is in the performance of our 

products when they are needed most.

From southern Illinois to Cocoa, Florida, our production employees  

are always looking for ways to improve our products and our 

processes. and it means a lot to them to hear compliments from 

our customers.

For example, our Sales Manager Shon Mosier and I took our 

X150 skimmer prototype to the Ohmsett facility in New Jersey for 

testing this year. Representatives from alaska Clean Seas (which 

our CEO, Donnie Wilson, calls “one the most elite group of spill 

responders in the world”) were at the facility to train on a variety 

of skimming products, including our X150. The aCS trainers 

praised our equipment, stating that “Elastec/american Marine 

pays attention to detail; few others do.”

Every detail is important to us as we assemble and build our 

products. and we try to include everything we can think of that a 

response professional may need at the time of the incident. We 

listen to our customers’ ideas and requests because they know 

what works…and we work for them!

Jeff Cantrell, CEMO
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BoomVaneTM is faster, safer, ‘greener’ and less 
expensive than traditional booming methods. 
Oil companies, pipeline and port operators, 
coast guards, coastal administrators, and 
rescue services are realizing the response and 
financial benefits of BoomVaneTM in only one 
or two deployment incidents.

BoomVaneTM makes response time fly. Five 
hundred feet (150 meters) of boom can 
be deployed with only two people in half 
the time it takes for traditional booming 
methods. It is also less expensive than 
conventional booming which requires boats, 
anchors and numerous responders.

BoomVaneTM deploys boom from the shore 
without “boats and only a few boots”, 
making it a ‘greener’ cleanup technique by 
reducing machinery and manpower. Anchors 
are not required with BoomVaneTM avoiding 
the problem of anchor slippage which can 
disrupt the boom curvature and cause oil 
entrainment.

BoomVaneTM is a welcome 
advancement in oil spill cleanup 
technology simplifying the 
challenges of boom deployment 
in fast water and from 
advancing vessel systems. 

Combines the Science of Sailing  
a Boat and the art of Flying a Kite

Claeson contacted Peter Lofgren, a machine 
design engineer and graduate of the Royal 
Institute of Technology in Stockholm, 
Sweden, to bring the concept to reality. 
Lofgren, also with a high-tech sailing 
background, developed a remarkably light, 
yet powerful design, merging the science of 
sailing a boat with the art of flying a kite. 
From a mechanical aspect, the device had to 
be self-balancing with no trimming involved, 
and it had to have a stall function as well as 
the ability to be propelled by the flow of the 
water current.

After several trials and errors, a BoomVaneTM 
prototype was developed in 1998. A 
demonstration was conducted in the south 
Norway river Glomma in December of that 
year with encouraging results. In the spring 
of 1999, Claeson and Lofgren conducted 
another successful demonstration for the 
United States Coast Guard on the Columbia 
River in Seattle, Washington, which led 
to the development of the first production 
model. Currently, the team of Claeson-
Lofgren continue to develop and expand 
the BoomVaneTM technology under the ORC 
banner partnering with Elastec/American 
Marine to manufacture and market the 
product line.

as Easy as Flying a Kite

The key to any successful deployment of fast 
water boom is to achieve the correct boom-
to-flow angle. It is also imperative to have 
an understanding of the river topography to 
determine mooring and booming locations. 
With BoomVaneTM these operational challenges 
are greatly reduced. BoomVaneTM makes 
river booming as easy as flying a kite (only 
in the water instead of in the air). Boom 
retrieval with BoomVaneTM is also effortless. 
Additionally, the system is compact and easy 
to fold for transport and storage.

Manufactured & Marketed 
Exclusively by  
Elastec/american Marine

To maintain the growing demand for this 
breakthrough oil spill response system, 
Elastec/American Marine acquired the 
exclusive rights from ORC to manufacture 
and market the BoomVaneTM line which 
includes three models: Standard, Shallow 
and Ocean. Several new BoomVaneTM line 
extensions are also in the testing phase 
including a spray dispersant system and a 
lightweight boom.

a video of river booming with BoomVaneTM is available at www.elastec.com/boomvane

BoomVaneTM

 Simplifies the Challenges of 

Boom Deployment

The operational challenges of fast water booming 
are greatly simplified with BoomVaneTM. 

Magnus Claeson 
ORC Director

Even in heavy sea states, waves and chops, 
BoomVaneTM hasn’t failed once. 

Peter Lofgren 
ORC Engineering Manager

The BoomVaneTM Concept

Although BoomVaneTM is a Swedish technology, it was conceived in the rice paddies 
of Vietnam. Magnus Claeson, BoomVaneTM inventor and director of ORC in Sweden, 
devised the innovative boom launching system while working as an environmental 
consultant in the Far East river delta. To protect fish farms and rice fields from oil spills 
from nearby vessel traffic, Claeson recognized the need for a fast and portable boom 
deployment system that could be easily operated in remote areas.

With a fishing and a sailing background, Claeson envisioned a device based on trawling 
technology but with several new criteria: it had to be made with lightweight materials, 
easy for two people to carry, and simple to assemble (without tools). The apparatus 
also had to be easy to deploy and retrieve from the shore in fast flowing water without 
boats, anchors, and very few people.

RESPONSE TIME FLIES 

10 11 12

Easy to assemble Connect control line Moor to shore Deploy BoomVaneTMattach boom Boom flys into position Easy to retrieveSimple design

BoomVaneTM is a significant advancement over conventional booming methods, 
decreasing response time and cleanup expense. To learn more about this 
pioneering technology, contact elastec@elastec.com or visit www.elastec.com. 
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CHINA
is a Becoming World Leader in Environmental Protection

Raymond Deng, E/aM’s 
Regional Manager for 
Greater China District, 
Supports PRC’s Efforts

ABOVE: Optimax I containment boom and anchors 
from Elastec/American Marine are also utilized 
successfully to boom rivers in China. Raymond Deng manages  

E/AM’s Beijing office.

E/AM’s Magnum 100 and TDS136  
drum skimmers perform well in  
warm and in icy waters.

Raymond Deng, E/AM’s Regional Manager for 
Greater China District, demonstrated a Portable 
Air Conveyance Vacuum System (PACS), drum 
skimmers and a SmartAsh portable incinerator at 
a major Oil Spill Response exercise in the Chang 
Qing Oil Field, the largest oil field in China.

Elastec/american Marine is also very pleased with Raymond Deng. The energetic and reliable 

regional manager has received five performance awards in the ten years he has been with E/aM. 

Deng has a background in computer programming, sales and management. He graduated from 

Nankai University in Tianjin, China with a Bachelor of Science degree in Computer and System 

Science. He also received a Technical Master’s of Business administration degree from Rensselaer 

Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York.

Deng’s past career experience is based in analytical and methodical computer program technology  

and is layered with an innovative and creative personality. He is one of those rare individuals with 

multi-faceted talents that Elastec/american Marine is honored to have represent us in China.

The Peoples Republic of China has demonstrated  
its commitment to the environment by increasing  
the government’s environmental budget by 
almost 50%. A plan is also in place to establish 
over 300 new pollution observation centers 
with an integrated data transmission system to 
monitor regional ecosystems.

With 18,000 kilometers of shoreline to protect, 
the PRC is implementing response policies and 
plans to prepare for possible offshore drilling 
and shipping oil spill incidents. China has ten of 
the busiest ports in the world, and the Maritime 
Safety Authority of the People’s Republic and 
their Oil Spill Response Organizations (OSROs) 
are world leaders in environmental protection. 
They are acquiring state-of-the-art equipment 
and conducting spill drills.

Raymond Deng, E/AM’s Regional Manager 
for Greater China District, attends numerous 
response training seminars to demonstrate 
Elastec/American Marine equipment. As a 
result, he has gained a reputation as a trusted 

China’s rapid economic growth has  

been accompanied by an increased  

focus on the protection of the 

environment. The mission of the  

People’s Republic of China’s Ministry  

of Environmental Protection (MEP)  

is to “control environmental pollution, 

protect nature and ecology, supervise 

nuclear safety, and safeguard public 

health and environmental safety”.

specialist in the pollution control industry  
in China.

According to Deng, “China is interested 
in acquiring the best pollution control 
technologies and products from around the 
world.” E/AM’s equipment met that challenge 
in July 2010 when the desulfurized oil in a 
pipeline exploded in the northeastern port 
city of Dalian, causing one of the worst 
oil spills in Chinese history. Several E/AM 
drum skimmers outperformed competitor’s 
skimmers in the cleanup operation.

Deng also reported that Elastec/American 
Marine’s drum skimmers also worked very 
well in other summer and winter oil spills. 
“We like Elastec’s drum skimmers because 
they work very well for all kinds of oil and in 
all seasons,” he said. One major Elastec client 
told Deng, “When there is an oil spill, we 
always take Elastec skimmers with us because 
we know for sure they will work. This makes 
our job easy.”
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A harvesting boat with an Elastec/American Marine containment 
boom corrals a slick of brine shrimp (Artemia) cysts on the Great Salt 
Lake, Utah (USA). The large boat and a small trailer boat drift down 
the slick with the floating cysts. The boom is similar to that used 
to remove oil spills. Photo courtesy of Wayne Wurtsbaugh and the 
Association for the Sciences of Limnology and Oceanography.

Planes spot the brine shrimp eggs on the surface and radio a super fast boat that hurries to stake a claim to the area. Then the workboats are deployed to the site to skim up the brine shrimp. 
The brine shrimp egg collection takes place in the top 24” of the water column, and MaxiMax and custom fabric Optimax I booms are used with an 18”-24” skirt.

Booming for Brine Shrimp
MaxiMax FenceBoom Aids Artemia Egg Harvest Elastec/american Marine’s Fairfield,  

Illinois facility opened in the Summer  

of 2012 and is already busy building  

boom. and, one of the most powerful 

members of the U.S. Congress visited  

the facility to learn why it is booming.

Located in 47,000 square feet of production 
and office space, the Fairfield plant  is the  
fourth location for E/AM. About 35 employees  
work in the new facility (140 employees 
company-wide), building products such as the 
Hydro-Fire® Boom and American Fireboom, 
which were deployed successfully in the 
Gulf of Mexico during the 2010 Deepwater 
Horizon oil spill.

The Fairfield complex specializes in the 
assembly of vinyl, urethane and rubber 

Brine shrimp or artemia (also known as Sea Monkeys) are a 
highly nourishing feedstock for embryonic prawns between the 
7th and 26th days of their lives, a critical phase in the growth of 
commercialized prawns. One prawn can consume 1,750 brine 
shrimp during this 2 1/2 week period. These transparent, feathery 
creatures are also used to feed farmed fish, aquarium fish and crabs.

Artemia thrive in hyper-saline environments such as inland salt lakes 
and coastal salt pans. Utah’s Great Salt Lake in the USA provides 
approximately 80% of the world’s brine shrimp. The salty lakes of 
Russia, China, Vietnam, India, East Africa and Australia are also 
sources of this valuable food source for aquaculture.

Dried brine shrimp eggs, each the size of a grain of sand, are shipped 
to prawn hatcheries around the world in containers that look like 

Fairfield is ‘Booming’
boom for the containment and control of 

oil, industrial and construction pollutants 

on water. E/AM manufactures conventional 

foam-filled boom; pneumatic flotation 

boom; fire boom; portable storage tanks 

for oil collection; and custom tarps to cover 

auxiliary oil spill equipment. Some of the 

sealing technologies utilized are dielectric 

radio frequency welding, hot air seaming  

and the vulcanization of rubber. 

“The talented and dependable workforce in 

Fairfield and Carmi, Ill. and Cocoa, Fla. is  

the foundation for our reputation in 

providing quality products,” CEO Donnie 

Wilson said.  “An example of this work 

ethic was evident in an order we recently 

completed for the United States Coast Guard 

for 43,000 feet of oil containment boom.  

At the Fairfield facility, with improved 

technologies and a great team of employees, 
the order was produced and shipped in less 
than six months.”

One of the most powerful Members of the 
U.S. Congress visited Fairfield in August of 
2012. U.S. Senator Dick Durbin (D-Illinois) 
called the Carmi-based firm’s rise to global 
prominence “an amazing story, a great story.”

“What makes Elastec/American Marine 
different?” Durbin asked Wilson, who 
was acting as his host. “We’re constantly 
looking for new products that fit our core 
environmental business. And we have a great 
workforce not only in Fairfield, but in our 
Carmi, Ill. and Cocoa, Fla. Facilities as  
well.” Wilson told the Senator. “We have  
an entrepreneurial spirit,” Wilson added.  
“We like to solve problems and accomplish 
things. And we’re still in a growth mode.”

one-pound coffee cans. The fertile eggs are transferred into tubs filled 
with warm sea water; they hatch approximately 18 hours later and are 
immediately fed to hungry young prawns.

And how is Elastec/American Marine involved in producing that tasty 
shrimp cocktail? Harvesting Brine Shrimp Egg Slicks.

Marketing brine shrimp or artemia eggs (cysts) is big business on and 
around Utah’s Great Salt Lake. A 16 oz. can is priced at $50 or more. 
Harvesting the eggs is similar to cleaning up an oil spill. Helicopters, 
spotter planes, GPS and night-vision technologies are used to search 
for red “slicks” created by masses of eggs floating on the lake’s surface. 
Special boats designed to skim the eggs off the water’s surface tow 
Elastec/American Marine’s containment boom to corral the egg “slick,” 
which can range from a few yards wide to several hundred yards long.
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MediBurn is the solution to eliminate medical waste efficiently in remote clinics, 
hospitals, police departments and military bases in 60 countries.

Dan Doherty of Anderson Lubricants realized 
that a vacuum unit would be ideal, but the 
firm required an electric-powered unit with 
plenty of CFM. Dan contacted Elastec/
American Marine, which has manufactured 
diesel-powered MiniVac units for years.  
E/AM responded with a new product—the 
Electric MiniVac.

Shon Mosier, E/AM sales manager, consulted 
with Charlie Storey in the engineering 
department. Storey designed the new unit, and  
the E/AM team built it at the Carmi plant.

Doherty told Mosier that the mining company  
was very pleased with the Electric MiniVac. 
“They estimate that it is saving them 5-6 hours  
of work every time they use it,” said Mosier. 
“The unit has been set up with a plug-in 
system that allows them to use it in 28 
different locations in one mine. They like it  
so much that two other departments are 
trying to get funding so they can purchase 
more for similar applications.”

It’s a classic example of how a partnership 
between Elastec/American Marine, its dealers 
and their clients can result in the creation of 
a new product. And it shows the willingness 
of the E/AM staff to significantly modify 
existing products to meet the needs of even 
one customer.

The MiniVac is a mobile, portable vacuum 
system designed for the recovery of a wide 
range of liquids, oils, sludge and solids. It’s 
ideal for working in remote areas (such as 

a Minnesota mining company 
needed a way to efficiently  
clean the oil and water from  
its lubrication tanks.

E/AM Creates Products for One Customer at a Time
MiniVac Modified to Meet Special Request

beaches and pipelines), as well as industrial 
locations. The standard MiniVac is powered 
by a 20-horsepower diesel engine; the Electric 
MiniVac boasts a 20-horsepower electric motor. 
Each features a vacuum blower that can pull 
322 cubic feet per minute. “Even some vacuum 
trucks aren’t capable of that,” said Mosier.

Versatility. Portability. affordability.  
and lots of power in a small package.  
That’s the Electric MiniVac.

Mosier sees real potential for the 

Electric MiniVac, particularly for 

industrial applications. “The main thing 

is that there’s a lot of power in a small 

package,” he said, adding that the unit 

is skid-mounted with fork pockets – 

and very portable.

Shon Mosier

Elastec/American Marine is well-known for 
building products used in recovering natural 
resources. But under some circumstances, 
burning is a preferred alternative. And true 
to its motto, this company builds incinerators 
that dispose of unwanted products without 
harming the environment.

E/AM’s incinerator department is located at 
the 1309 Main Street facility in Carmi, Illinois 
USA and consists of lead man John Ditzel and 
assembly technician Jerry Aud. They assemble 
products that safely dispose of materials 
ranging from medical waste to general debris.

Some customers need a device that can burn 
paper waste, wood byproducts or domestic 
waste. SmartAsh is just the thing. Clients can 
add an OilAway to safely incinerate liquids or 
a SmartHeat to employ the heat generated by 
a SmartAsh system to help heat a building.

Law enforcement agencies sometimes grapple 
for a way to get rid of illicit or unwanted 
drugs. Elastec/American Marine’s Drug 
Terminator is ideal for that application.

And hospitals and clinics around the world 
need a practical way to dispose of medical 

waste. Many facilities turn to Elastec/
American Marine for a MediBurn unit.

John and Jerry are adept at assembling all  
of these products.

“We’re always looking for new ways to 
improve the quality and functionality of our 
products,” said John. “We pay attention to 
detail and make sure that when we’re done, 
the product works perfectly and looks as 
good as it can.”

“I absolutely love my job,” said John.  
“And I love the people I work with.”

Building to 
Burn Waste 
Efficiently
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The longest continuous oil spill burn at 

sea is 11 hours and 48 minutes and was 

started deliberately by Elastec/american 

Marine (USa) to remove oil spilled as 

a result of the explosion on board the 

Deepwater Horizon oil drilling rig in the 

Gulf of Mexico, USa in 2010.

Elastec/American Marine’s  

Hydro-Fire® Boom holds the 

GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS® 

title for the 

Longest Continuous Burn  

of Oil Spill at Sea


